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Abstract
The major issues in Yulgok byeoljip bucheom 栗谷別集付籤 are as follows: firstly,
the sameness of the Great Ultimate (taiji 太極) and human nature (xing 性); secondly,
the sameness of the material force of heaven and earth (tiandi zhi qi 天地之氣) and
the material force of father and mother (fumu zhi qi 父母之氣); thirdly, the pureness
(chunshan 純善) of the mind; fourthly, the relation between moral perception (zhi
智) and sensory perception (zhijue 知覺) as essence (benti 本體) and its application
(zuoyong 作用); and lastly, the sameness of subduing selfish desires (keji 克己) and
returning to propriety (fuli 復禮). These issues stem from the matter of how to
interpret two propositions: human nature is the combination of the principle and
material force (xing he liqi 性合理氣) and the mind is material force (xin shi qi
心是氣). Han Won-jin regards the principle as the basis for moral standards and
material force as value-neutral; the principle is the basis of good, and material force
can appear as either good or evil in the perception process. In addition, ordinary
people find it difficult to perceive properly. Thus, when the mind is trying to perceive
morally, it has to rely on something. Han Won-jin tries to establish the basis of
morality in the principle rather than in nature, since the effect of nature cannot be
completely good. The principle as nature is not the source of moral feeling but the
basis of norms. Thus, the perception of the mind cannot produce a moral response
in itself, but turns into moral perception only when one’s response is monitored and
practiced based on certain norms.
Keywords: the Great Ultimate, nature, material force, moral perception, sensory
perception, subduing selfish desires and returning to propriety
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1. Setting Up the Problem
In his book Yulgok byeoljip bucheom 栗谷別集付籤 (Commentary on
Supplementary Works of Yulgok) written in 1705, Han Won-jin 韓元震
(1682-1751) criticizes Yulgok byeoljip 栗谷別集 (Supplementary Works of
Yulgok) which adopts the perspective of the Soron 少論 (Young Doctrine)
scholars including Bak Se-chae 樸世采 (1631-1695). Taking into consideration
the time of publication and the issues in Yulgok byeoljip bucheom, Han
Won-jin can be presumed to have had a firmly established argument from
the early years.1 In this regard, Yulgok byeoljip bucheom and other early
writings, such as Sidongji seol 示同志說 (Theory of Showing to Scholars)
in 1705, and Gyeongui gimunnok 經義記聞錄 (Collections of the Meanings
of the Classics) in 1717, serve as important research materials for
understanding Han Won-jin’s theory of the critical mind.2
Nevertheless, previous researchers did not pay much attention to Han
Won-jin’s earlier works such as Yulgok byeoljip bucheom, instead mainly
focusing on analyzing Han’s philosophy in comparison to that of Yi Gan
李柬 (1677-1727).3 Such an approach cannot fully elucidate Han’s theory
of the critical mind, which paved the way for the Ho School (Hohak 湖學).
However, recently Kim Tae-neon came to appreciate the value of Yulgok
byeoljip bucheom while carrying out research on the compilation of Yulgok
byeoljip. His study unravels the strained relationship within the Yulgok 栗谷
School formed in the compilation of Yulgok byeoljip.4 However, Kim’s study
merely introduced the issues in Yulgok byeoljip bucheom without discussing
the critical mind each issue commonly suggests.
1
2

3

4

T. Kim, “‘Jeongjeon’ mandeulgi-ui han sarye, yulgok byeoljip-ui pyeonchan-gwa geu-e
daehan bipandeul,” 86-105.
Gyeongui gimunnok was first published in 1741. The source material for this book was
appraised by Gwon Sang-ha 權尙夏 in 1717 and the book was completed in 1722 by
adding his own preface and epilogue. Thus, Gyeongui gimunnok can be classified as Han
Won-jin’s earlier work. Considering that the year of publication was 1741, this book can
be considered to provide the grounds for the argument that “Han’s critical mind theory
made no big changes from beginning to end.”
J. Yi, “Han Won-jin-gwa Yi Gan-ui nonjaeng-eseo chohyeonggiseong-ui seongnip munje,” 1-20;
K. Kim, “Oeam-gwa namdang-ui miballon-i ganneun dodeok cheolhaksang-ui baegyeong,” 77-102;
Moon, “Oeam Yi Gan-gwa namdang Han Won-jin-ui inmulseong dongi nonbyeon-e gwanhan
yeongu,” 195-234.
T. Kim, “‘Jeongjeon’ mandeulgi-ui han sarye, yulgok byeoljip-ui pyeonchan-gwa geu-e
daehan bipandeul,” 77-115.
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The main issues in Yulgok byeoljip bucheom are five: the sameness of
the Great Ultimate (taiji 太極) and human nature (xing 性); the sameness
of material force of heaven and earth (tiandi zhi qi 天地之氣) and material
force of father and mother (fumu zhi qi 父母之氣); the pureness (chunshan
純善) of the mind; the relation between moral perception (zhi 智) and sensory
perception (zhijue 知覺) as essence (benti 本體) and its application (zuoyong
作用);5 and the sameness of subduing selfish desires (keji 克己) and returning
to propriety (fuli 復禮). These issues arise from the problem of how to
interpret two propositions: “nature is the combination of the principle and
material force” (xing he liqi 性合理氣) and “the mind is material force” (xin
shi qi 心是氣). The two propositions address the issues of whether the
principle (li 理) is the foundation of moral standards, whether the principle
transcends good and evil, whether material force (qi 氣) is value-neutral, and
whether material force is a pure source or not.6 With a view to clarifying
Han Won-jin’s standpoint, I will examine whether his theory maintains
logical consistency and how this theory develops into a theoretical system.

2. Are the Great Ultimate and Human Nature the Same?7
The argument over the sameness of the Great Ultimate and human nature
stems from the question of whether the Great Ultimate is the principle (taiji
ji li 太極卽理) or whether the Great Ultimate is the combination of the
principle and material force (taiji he liqi 太極合理氣).8
5

6

7

8

Han’s concept of moral perception is not perception toward objects but adequately treating
emotions aroused from those objects according to norms. According to Han, the perception
of sages is for the principle but the perception of ordinary people is for desire. Therefore,
an ordinary person’s perception is likely to fail to preserve morality. Thus, ordinary people
have to make every effort to improve their moral response ability.
From 1709 to 1747, Han Won-jin got involved in debates regarding this matter with the
Nak School (Nakhak 洛學) scholars such as Yi Gan and Yi Jae. In this regard, Yulgok
byeoljip bucheom is a valuable material in identifying the standpoint of Han Won-jin prior
to the debate with the Nak School.
This is Han Won-jin’s refutation of the seven items (questions and answers numbered
9, 27, 28, 30, 36, 59, and 42) described in Song Ik-pil’s Taegeuk mun 太極問 (Questions
about the Great Ultimate). Major discussion topics are the relationship between the Great
Ultimate, the principle, and material force, and the relationship between original nature
and physical nature.
In my opinion, nature has three levels in the philosophy of Han Won-jin; thus, it is difficult to
translate xing 性 as nature. However, nature refers to the principle existing inside material force.
Also, the principle itself is good-natured in spite of its existence in material force. Therefore,
I chose nature as the translation for xing. Lee, “Han Won-jin-ui simseongnon yeongu,” 24-35.
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The question was raised regarding the statement that “nature reaches
accomplishment.”9 In my opinion, the Great Ultimate refers to the utmost
degree of the principle. Nature was named after the principle existing in
material force. However, since the principle is not originally external to
material force, the Great Ultimate also merely exists in material force.
Nature is the same as the Great Ultimate. I cannot understand why the Great
Ultimate cannot be called nature. It means that the principle can be called
the Great Ultimate and not nature before it is received in all creatures, while
the principle can be called nature and not the Great Ultimate after it is
received in all creatures. However, Taijitu jie 太極圖解 (Interpretation of the
Diagram of the Great Ultimate) states that “all creatures have the same
nature and all creatures have the same Great Ultimate.” How can this not
refer to nature and the Great Ultimate? We can say that the names of
“nature” and “the Great Ultimate” refer to the same thing, but we cannot
say that the essence of nature and the Great Ultimate are different.10

“The Great Ultimate refers to the utmost degree of the principle,” says Han
Won-jin. Based on this statement, the Great Ultimate cannot be seen as the
combination of the principle and material force. However, in the following
discussion, Han Won-jin says “nature was named after the principle existing
in material force. The Great Ultimate also merely exists in material force.”
According to this statement, nature is the same as the Great Ultimate, and in
that sense, the Great Ultimate as the principle cannot be separated from material
force. This means that the Great Ultimate is the combination of the principle
and material force. Han Won-jin’s statement that “the Great Ultimate is the
utmost degree of the principle” emphasizes that the Great Ultimate as the
principle combines with material force and serves as the foundation for good.
However, if the Great Ultimate cannot be nature, it should exist in
a space separate from material force. This runs counter to the Yulgok
School’s main thesis that “the principle and material force are not
separate” (liqi bu xiangli 理氣不相離). In addition, if “the principle should
be called nature and not the Great Ultimate after it is received in all
creatures,” then the principle comes to combine with material force, and
therefore it seems like an existence which cannot have its own intrinsic
9
10

I. Song, Gubongjip, 3:416.
Han, Seubyu 拾遺, 5:418, in Namdangjip: “問, 至於成之者, 方謂之性云云. 按太極以理之極
至而言者也. 性以理在氣中而名者也. 然理本無在氣外者, 則太極亦存乎氣中而已矣. 其實性與
太極一物也. 今曰太極不可謂之性者, 未知何謂也. 其意蓋以爲萬物未稟之前, 只可謂之太極而
不可謂之性也, 萬物旣稟之後, 只可謂之性而不可謂之太極也. 然太極圖解曰, 萬物各一其性, 而
萬物一太極也. 此豈非性與太極互稱之耶. 謂性與太極之名所指不同則可矣, 而謂性與大極之實,
有所不同則不可矣.”
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existence. That is, if we interpret the statement that “all creatures have
the same nature and the same Great Ultimate” in reference to the statement
that “after the principle is received in all creatures, it should be called
nature and not the Great Ultimate,” we can say that even if all creatures
have the same Great Ultimate, the Great Ultimate transforms itself
according to the temperament of each creature. If we consider this
interpretation in relation to good and evil, we can say that once the Great
Ultimate as a metaphysical existence is restricted to material force, it loses
its inherent characteristics and thus it is difficult to define it as the basis
of good. In brief, according to Taegeuk mun 太極問 (Questions about the
Great Ultimate), the principle merely exists in the form of material force
and cannot in itself be the basis of the good.
Han Won-jin also does not deny that the present situation is dominated
by material force. However, he strongly insists that the principle is the sole
foundation of good.
I raised a question regarding the statement that “the five moral principles
of nature are aroused by external things, and good and evil are
distinguished.”11 In my opinion, the principle is inherently good and does
not have evil. Evil is brought about by material force and is not the nature
of the principle. If we discuss good and evil when the principle exists in
material force, this good is not the nature of the principle, since the good
results from modification. Then, Mencius should not have espoused innate
goodness but Buddhist emptiness (kong 空), which is quite contrary to the
proper understanding of the principle. This theory is utterly wrong. Besides,
to consider heaven and earth to have no physical nature (qizhi zhi xing
氣質之性) is more erroneous. All creatures that have a temperament possess
physical nature. The highness and brightness of the sky and the wideness
and thickness of the land are magnificent temperament. How can physical
nature not exist? Furthermore, the so-called physical nature is the same as
the original nature existing within temperaments; it does not mean that there
are two types of nature. If heaven and earth have only the original nature
without physical nature, then does the original nature hang in mid-air
independently? How is it possible? If one is to prove the existence of
physical nature by citing Zhu Xi’s statement that “the nature of heaven
and earth is the principle and it falls into yin-yang 陰陽 and the five agents
(wuxing 五行),” this is a misunderstanding of Zhu Xi’s statement. The
statement that “the nature of heaven and earth is the principle” only refers

11

I. Song, Gubongjip, 3:417.
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to the principle of heaven and earth, while the following statement refers
to the temperament of heaven and earth.”12

Here, Han Won-jin says that “the principle is inherently good and does not
have evil.” If the principle is not the basis of good, then the principle cannot
provide any moral standards and is merely the basis or the state of all
phenomena. This does not accord with Confucianism, which pursues the
morality of humans and society; on the contrary, it supports the Buddhist
view that sees phenomena as they are. Furthermore, if it is presumed that
the principle only exists in a space separate from phenomena, the concept
of nature is also divided into two: the principle as nature (heavenly nature)
and physical nature (the combination of the principle and material force).
If original nature is separated from physical nature, this poses the same
problem as the one which appears in the argument about the sameness of the
Great Ultimate and nature. For instance, “the highness and brightness of the
sky and the wideness and thickness of the land” describes the temperaments
of the sky and the land. Not only the sky and land but all existences have
temperaments. If the principle is included in the temperaments of the sky or
land, the principle finally becomes physical nature. According to Han Won-jin,
physical nature is the same as temperaments combined with the principle,
namely original nature. If the principle is considered to have a temperament,
it is inevitably influenced by that temperament.
Even if that is the case, the principle or original nature does not turn
into material force. Material force experiences variation toward something
fluid. If no rule governs the variations of material force, it results in disorder
and confusion. Thus, Han understands Zhu Xi’s statement that “the nature
of heaven and earth is the principle” as referring not to the principle existing
in itself but the principle existing in temperament without losing its inherent
characteristic. The inherent characteristic of the principle is good.

12

Han, Seubyu, 5:418, in Namdangjip: “問: 五性感動而善惡分云云. 按理本善無惡. 惟惡則乃氣
之所生而非理之本也. 今曰善惡皆理在氣中後說, 則是善亦非理之本, 而其善乃假也. 然則孟子
不當道性善, 而釋氏之空, 乃反知理也. 其說之差甚矣. 又以爲天地無氣質之性, 則其誤又甚矣.
凡有氣質者, 莫不有氣質之性矣. 天之高明, 地之博厚, 乃其氣質之盛者, 則安得無氣質之性也.
且所謂氣質之性者, 只此本然之性墮在氣質中者也, 非有二性也. 今曰天地只有本然之性, 而無
氣質之性, 則是於氣質之性之外, 別有本然之性而懸空獨立也. 其可乎哉. 其引朱子所謂天地之
性是理也, 纔到陰陽五行處, 便有氣質之性者以證之, 則亦錯會朱子之言矣. 所謂天地之性, 是理
者, 專指天地之理而言也, 其下云云, 方兼說天地之氣質也.”
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3. Are the Material Forces of Heaven and Earth and the Material
Forces of Father and Mother the Same?13
The argument on the sameness of the material forces of heaven and earth
and the material forces of father and mother stems from the question “how
could evil people like Gu Sou 瞽叟 and Gun 鯀 give birth to sages like
Shun 舜 and Yu 禹 and sages like Shun and Yu give birth to foolish children
like Zhu 朱 and Jun 均?”14
Kim Jin-gang raised a question regarding “when a man and a woman
become intimate, floating material force (youqi 遊氣) is added to them.”15
. . . In my opinion, the material force of heaven and earth fills up the
space, so it penetrates everything. Thus, their material force flows in the
bodies of humans and animals and enables them to give birth. All things
preserved in the bodies of the parents are the material force of heaven and
earth. What is already in the bodies of the parents is the material force
of the father and mother. In fact, there is just one material force. The
material force of heaven and earth does not exist outside of the material
force of the father and mother. . . . Gu Sou giving birth to Shun and Gun
giving birth to Yu is owed to the flow of extremely bright material force,
whereas Yao giving birth to Zhu and Shun giving birth to Jun resulted
from the flow of unclear material force. Ordinary people are all born from
a mixture of bright and unclear material forces. Those who possess an
extremely clear or extremely unclear material force of heaven and earth
are few, while those who possess a mixture of clear and unclear material
forces are many. Thus, there are many ordinary people but Shun, Yu, Zhu,
and Jun cannot always exist.16

13

14

15
16

In Yulgok byeoljip bucheom, Han Won-jin refutes all 39 issues raised by Kim Jin-gang.
Han criticizes Kim for discussing the material force of heaven and earth while presuming
the original material force (yuanqi 元氣) as either the inherent position or the inherent
state. I Yi, Yulgok jeonseo, 31:230.
According to Kim Tae-neon, Yi I presents two main theses: 1) The true nature of humans
can be revived when a rough and impure temperament is transformed into the pure
temperament of one’s true nature; and 2) This transformation is based on objective norms.
The former is a development of the Nak School’s position, and the latter is a development
of the Ho School’s position. Therefore, the discussions of the material force of heaven and
earth and the material force of father and mother reveal the difference between the
standpoints of the Ho School and the Nak School regarding Yi I’s philosophy, rather than
the confrontation between Han Won-jin and Yi I. See T. Kim, “‘Jeongjeon’ mandeulgi-ui
han sarye, yulgok byeoljip-ui pyeonchan-gwa geu-e daehan bipandeul,” 99-105.
I Yi, Yulgok jeonseo, 31:230.
Han, Seubyu, 5:419-420, in Namdangjip: “問: 男女構精之際, 遊氣合於其間云云. . . . 按天地
之氣, 逼塞空中, 無物不透, 故其氣常流通於人物軀殼之中而生出人物. 其父母軀殼中所存者, 皆
天地之氣也. 旣在父母軀殼中, 則又是父母之氣也. 其實一氣而已也. 非於父母之氣之外, 更有天
地之氣也. . . . 瞽鯀之生舜禹, 適値天地至淸之氣流通也, 堯舜之生朱均, 適値天地至濁之氣流
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“The material force of heaven and earth spreads and gives birth to humans
and animals. All things preserved in the bodies of the parents possess the
material force of heaven and earth,” says Han Won-jin. This is a criticism
of the argument that the material force of heaven and earth and the material
force of father and mother are fundamentally different. If someone insists
that the material force of heaven and earth is fundamentally different from
the material force of father and mother, the intention is to define the material
force of heaven and earth as the grounds for good and the material force
of father and mother as the grounds for good and evil.
In a sense, it may seem reasonable to claim that the material force
of heaven and earth is different from the material force of father and mother.
For example, Gu Sou giving birth to Shun is compared to reaping totally
unexpected outcomes. If evil parents did not give birth to evil children but
good children, pure material force different from the material force of father
and mother has to generate from the outside. Thus, the pure material force
of heaven and earth is secured.
Furthermore, if Shun gave birth to a foolish son Jun, one would argue
that the moment Jun was born, he did not meet the material force of heaven
and earth; if this was not the case, the sage would have inherited unclear
material force from his parents. This assumption eradicates the difference
between sages and ordinary people by denying the status of sages who
receive pure material force. From Han’s point of view, insisting that the
material force of heaven and earth and the material force of father and
mother are fundamentally different gives rise to such a problem.
Moreover, Han Won-jin says “since the material force of heaven and
earth fills up the space, it penetrates everything.” If the material force of
heaven and earth goes into the bodies of the parents, it becomes the
material force of father and mother. One thing to note is that both the
material force of heaven and earth and the material force of father and
mother flow and move around, so good or evil do not have a fixed shape.
This means that the material force of heaven and earth and the material
force of father and mother all exist as potential grounds for good and evil.
For example, if an evil person like Gu Sou meets the pure material force
of heaven and earth when giving birth, then that person can give birth
to a sagely son; if a sage like Shun meets the impure material force of
通也. 中人之生, 皆値天地淸濁相雜之氣流通也. 天地之氣至淸至濁者常少, 而淸濁相雜者常多,
故中人常多, 而舜禹朱均, 皆不常有也.”
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heaven and earth when giving birth, then that person can give birth to
a foolish son.
However, when it comes to Shun and Gu Sou, the good and evil of
the material force of the father and mother have already been decided.
Therefore, the good and evil of children depends on the material force of
heaven and earth. Based on this logic, the material force of heaven and earth
is defined as essential, while the material force of father and mother is
supplementary. Furthermore, this logic raises the argument that the material
force of heaven and earth exists as the source of the material force of father
and mother. However, the material force of heaven and earth merely exists
as the grounds for good and evil. The material force of heaven and earth
does not have any content enabling its application to be the principle. The
material force of heaven and earth is not the principle, but the external
condition before and after giving birth which affects fetuses or the growth
of individuals.
Therefore, even if the pure material force of father and mother creates
a fetus, the disposition of a child can change according to the material force
of heaven and earth which serves as an external condition. Han Won-jin
claims that “the material force of heaven and earth is the same as the material
force of father and mother,” since he believes that the material force, not
being fixed but changing, is the phenomenon itself and thus cannot become
the principle.
The Yulgok School scholars have long argued that material force should
not remain as a mere phenomenon but should be regarded as the principle.
For instance, Kim Jin-gang 金震剛 (1523-1581) and Bak Sun 朴淳
(1523-1589), the advocates of Yi I 李珥 (1537-1584), claim that material
force can also be defined as the principle by placing the original material
force at the top of the material force of heaven and earth.
Kim Jin-gang raised a question regarding the statement “the creation of
heaven and earth results from the one original material force received [in
all creatures].”17 . . . In my opinion, when the original material force is
stuck confusion will arise, and when it flows heaven and earth are created.
No original material force exists outside heaven and earth, and heaven and
earth are created by receiving one material force. . . . If heaven and earth
are regarded as one thing formed from the original material force, and birth
and death take place in heaven and earth, how can it be different from

17

I Yi, Yulgok jeonseo, 31:237.
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the Buddhist claim that emptiness is vast and heaven and earth are one
thing in the emptiness? Also, is the so-called original material force the
same thing as the material force of yin-yang, or is it neither yin nor yang?
If it is the material force of yin-yang, then heaven and earth are yin-yang.
How can there be yin-yang outside of yin-yang? If it is neither yin nor
yang, then material force is yin if it is not yang and vice versa. How can
material force be neither yin nor yang? If there is birth in heaven and earth,
then it is due to yin-yang; yin-yang marks the beginning. . . . In the past,
I heard Bak Sun saying that calm material force is the beginning of
yin-yang. Disregarding Bak’s claim, Master Yi I said that “I have never
seen such an odd saying in the classics. This saying is nothing but Bak’s
rough and shoddy prattle.” How could Master Yi criticize him in one place
and cite him in others? There must be an error in the record.18

“The original material force is outside heaven and earth, and heaven and earth
are created by receiving one material force,” says Han Won-jin. Here, heaven
and earth refers to all creatures existing between heaven and earth. However,
if heaven and earth come into being by receiving one material force from the
original material force, a world beyond human perception can exist. Han
Won-jin criticizes this kind of argument for following the Buddhist idea which
defines maya as all creatures existing between heaven and earth. The world is
the same as yin-yang; however, if the original material force created the world
in its own image, there has to be another yin-yang outside of yin-yang.
Moreover, the original material force exists neither as yin nor as yang but as
material force. Based on this argument, not only a world which can be perceived
by human senses but also a world beyond human perception can exist.
“Calm material force is the beginning of yin-yang,” says Bak Sun. This
argument defines the original material force as the principle. Together with
Bak’s argument, Han Won-jin wrote down Yi I’s criticism that “I have never
seen such an odd saying in the classics. This saying is nothing but Bak’s
rough and shoddy prattle.”19 This record shows that such a discussion was

18

19

Han, Seubyu, 5:421-422, in Namdangjip: “問: 天地之生, 本稟元氣之一氣. . . . 按元氣闔則爲
渾沌, 闢則爲天地. 非天地之外, 復有元氣, 而賦一氣爲天地. . . . 若以天地爲元氣中一物, 而生滅
於其中, 則此與釋氏以虛空爲大, 而以天地爲虛空中一物者, 何以異哉. 且此所謂元氣者, 是陰陽
之氣耶, 抑非陰非陽之氣耶, 以爲陰陽之氣, 則天地卽陰陽, 陰陽之外, 豈更有陰陽耶. 以爲非陰非
陽之氣, 則氣非陽卽陰, 非陰卽陽也. 又安有非陰非陽之氣耶. 天地有所稟而生, 則是陰陽有所稟
而生, 而陰陽有始矣. . . . 竊嘗聞思庵樸相公以湛一之氣爲陰陽之始. 先生譏之曰, 如此怪語, 不
曾見於經傳. 今此說殆不過爲思庵論議之粗粕緖餘耳. 先生豈肯斥之於彼而自爲於此乎. 其爲記
錄之誤必矣. 又按此條自後天地度數以下自無病, 申之以爲後天地度數與先天地度數必齊者, 未
可曉也. 以歲月言之, 則或今月大而來月小, 或去歲無閏而今歲有閏, 小者大之影也. 以此推之, 則
先後天之度數, 亦安得無少異也. 然其大體則必相同也, 又按氣之不齊氣字, 恐物字之誤.”
I Yi, Yulgok jeonseo, 9:185.
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rampant not only during the time of Yi I but also Han Won-jin’s day. That
is, presenting Yi I’s criticism together with the question, “is the material force
of heaven and earth fundamentally different from the material force of father
and mother?” demonstrates that Yi did discuss this issue with Kim Jin-gang.
Han Won-jin refutes the argument that “the original material force is as pure
as the principle” by presenting Yi I’s interpretation of the relationship
between the original material force and the material force of heaven and earth.

4. Is the Mind Purely Clear Material Force?20
Regardless of which of its two main sub-schools you ask, the Ho School
or the Nak School, the Yulgok School asserts that “the mind is material
force.” One thing to note is that the two schools have different opinions
about whether the mind can be purely clear material force or not. When
referring to the previous part where Han Won-jin discusses the material force
of heaven and earth and the material force of father and mother, the Ho
School argues that apart from sages, the minds of everyone cannot be pure.
This is represented well in the discussion about the sameness of the material
force of the mind (xinqi 心氣) and the material force of the body (shenqi
身氣) with regard to vast-flowing material force (haoran zhi qi 浩然之氣).
A question was raised regarding the statement that “vast-flowing material
force is the material force of the mind.”21 In my opinion, regardless of
being wise, foolish or stupid, everyone has acquired vast-flowing material
force. When the material force of heaven and earth jumps up and down,
it inevitably causes unclear and confusing things to mix, but its magnificent
flow remains consistent. Thus, what has been preserved in humans is the
same. When someone obtains the clear part of material force, one has
vast-flowing material force; when someone obtains the unclear part of
material force, one cannot obtain vast-flowing material force. This may not
be reasonable. In addition, Zhu Xi said that vast material force is filled
up in the body; however, these days it is believed that material force is
in the mind, so this seems biased and invalid.22
20

21
22

In this part, Han Won-jin raises an objection to Yi I and Kim Jin-gang who support
the claim that “vast-flowing material force is regarded as the material force of the mind
and not as the material force of the body; the former is clear and the latter is firm and
weak.” I Yi, Yulgok jeonseo, 31:230.
I Yi, Yulgok jeonseo, 31:230.
Han, Seubyu, 5:420. in Namdangjip: “問: 浩氣心上氣也云云. 按人無智愚賢不肖, 而皆得浩
氣. 蓋天地之氣升降飛揚者, 雖不能無濁駁之相雜, 其盛大流行之體, 則未嘗不同, 故其存乎人
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Every individual was born with the material force of heaven and earth. This
material force is not completely pure but is in fact also mixed with unclear
and confusing things. Thus, some individuals are wise while others are
foolish. If wise people obtain vast-flowing material force while those who
are foolish do not, two questions are raised: “other than the material force
of heaven and earth, does vast-flowing material force exist?” and “is it
impossible for those who were not born with vast-flowing material force to
become moral beings?”
Even if we assume that vast-flowing material force exists not as the
material force of the body but as the material force of the mind, the above
questions are still not readily answered. First of all, according to the Mengzi
孟子 (Mencius), vast-flowing material force is the material force filling up
in the body. Therefore, vast-flowing material force should not be called the
material force of the mind but the material force of the body. In addition,
Mencius says “vast-flowing material force is formed by accumulating
righteousness. Accumulating righteousness is not achieved in a single day.”23
Vast-flowing material force does not possess integrity but exists only when
one gains the qualification or background to become a moral being. It is
difficult to say whether this qualification or background refers to a specific
figure or to the grounds for good. For instance, if a white handkerchief is
embroidered with splendid flowers, the handkerchief should be regarded as
the background which embraces splendid flowers and not as the splendid
flowers. Therefore, it can be suggested that the attempt to consider the material
force of the mind as more moral than the material force of the body ignores
the fact that nothing can go in the wrong direction by leaning to good.
The mind as material force is value-neutral. This can be identified from
Han Won-jin’s discussion on the human mind (renxin 人心) and the moral
mind (daoxin 道心).
A question was raised regarding the statement that “the four virtues of
origination, flourishing, advantageousness, and firmness (yuan heng li zhen
元亨利貞) are nature.”24 Sin Yu answered that “nature also deviates from
destiny.” In my opinion, this answer itself is reasonable. But Sin Yu’s
theory is unreasonable. Nature deviating from destiny and going against the
constant principle is paired with the mind of vicious man. There are good
者, 亦猶是焉. 今曰得氣之淸者有浩氣, 則其得氣之濁者, 似未能得浩氣也. 竊恐未安. 且朱子以
浩氣爲體之充, 而今只以爲心上氣, 則亦恐偏枯.”
23
24

Mengzi 2A.2.
I Yi, Yulgok jeonseo, 31:232.
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and evil in the human mind. How can it deviate from destiny and go against
the constant principle? The human mind is in contrast to the moral mind;
the moral mind accords with the principle while the human mind goes
against the principle. Nonetheless, the human mind is both good and evil.
Its evil part goes against the principle, but can its good part also go against
the principle?25

The four virtues of origination, flourishing, advantageousness, and firmness
become nature; when humans receive them, these virtues become
benevolence, righteousness, rituals, and wisdom (ren yi li zhi 仁義禮智). In
the Yulgok School, human nature is the combination of the principle and
material force. Here, material force is the mind. Thus, nature is the principle
existing within one’s mind. The principle within one’s mind does not exert
any influence; the principle is not able to expose its goodness. Whether
material force is good or evil determines one’s characteristics in the present
situation. Whether the mind is good or evil depends on whether it conforms
to the constant principle, not on whether the mind is good or evil. If the
human mind is evil, it stands in contrast to a good mind or the moral mind.
The human mind does not abide by moral standards.
However, if someone asks whether the mind is good or evil before it
produces any response, people would say that the mind is neither good nor
evil. Then, the human mind cannot be regarded as evil. Here, the human
mind is value-neutral. If the human mind is evil, its response is prone to
violate moral standards. The mind which has not produced any response is
neither good nor evil.
If the mind is neither good nor evil, how can humans become moral
beings? When inferring from the discussion surrounding the human mind and
the moral mind, good or evil is decided according to whether to abide by
moral standards or not. Then, what has the human mind got to do with moral
behaviors which are shown when encountering external objects? Accepting
moral standards and responding properly are so important that there seems
no reason to distress oneself over the question of “what is the nature of the
human mind?”
However, some questions can be raised: “how can we accept moral
standards as behavioral norms?” and “what are the standards based on?” If
25

Han, Seubyu, 5:421, in Namdangjip: “問: 元亨利貞, 天之性也云云. 申愈曰: 天亦迫於氣數云
云. 按此答本自正當, 申說反誤. 天之迫於氣數, 反於常理者, 只可與人情之不善者作對也. 人心
則有善有惡, 安得以迫於氣數, 反於常理者當之也, 人心與道心對言, 而道心爲循理, 故以人心爲
反常. 然人心兼善惡, 惡者固反常, 善者亦可謂反常耶.”
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the establishment of moral standards is closely related to the response system
of the mind and all humans share this response system, we can assume the
universality of moral standards. Han Won-jin interprets this as “essence”
(jingshuang 精爽) and “empty spirit” (xuling 虛靈).
In my opinion, humans become wise, foolish, or virtuous depending on
purity and impurity, and the light and darkness of their mind. If the mind
preserves clean material force, there is no difference in this mind. How
can smart, foolish, and virtuous be classified? Also, how can a person who
has received extremely unclear material force without a bit of clear material
force not have a mind? Even if the material force received in humans is
completely unclear, the essence of material force becomes the mind;
therefore, it can also be empty spirit. However, this essence is the essence
of unclear material force; therefore, it falls behind the essence of clean
material force.26

“Humans become wise, foolish, or virtuous depending on purity and
impurity, and the light and darkness of the mind” (qing zhuo ming an 淸濁明
暗), says Han Won-jin. Wisdom (zhi 智), stupidity (yu 愚), virtuousness (xian
賢), and unworthiness (buxiao 不肖) result from the different response
abilities of the mind. For example, if someone is in a situation where s/he
has to make a moral judgment, the person is regarded as either smart
(wisdom), stupid (stupidity), capable (virtuousness), or incompetent
(unworthiness) depending on the judgment. If everyone was born with
outstanding response ability, everyone would have the mind of a sage.
However, this is virtually impossible. Thus, the response abilities of humans
are different.
If response abilities are different, how can humans secure sameness?
Han Won-jin says “even if the material force received in humans is
completely unclear, the essence of material force becomes the mind;
therefore, it can also be empty spirit.” This means that unlike other
existences, the human mind consists of the most transparent material force.
The characteristic of the most transparent material force is spirituality since
it is empty, and therefore any being can accept it and make responses
unconsciously. The levels of propriety of this response differ according to
wisdom, stupidity, virtuousness, and unworthiness.
26

Han, Seubyu, 5:422, in Namdangjip: “按人之所以智愚賢不肖者, 只在於心之淸濁明暗耳. 若
果淸氣存者皆爲心, 則是心無不同矣. 安得有智愚賢不肖之分也. 且稟氣至濁而無一分淸氣者,
不可謂有心耶. 蓋人之稟氣, 雖有全濁者, 而其氣之精爽爲心, 故亦能虛靈. 但其精爽, 自是濁氣
之精爽, 故其明不如淸氣之精爽爲心者也.”
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In comparison to the minds of animals, the human mind responds to
not only moral relationships but to all circumstances. The ability to form
a relationship with everything enables good relationships to expand and bad
relationships to improve. Han Won-jin thinks that sameness can be secured
in the sense that the minds of humans differ according to individual
dispositions but, unlike animals, the human mind can form a relationship
with other subjects.
Once all creatures are generated, they become humans when receiving
proper flowing material force; they become objects when receiving biased
obstructed material force. An object which receives the biased obstructed
material force does not obtain the whole principle and its nature also
becomes biased and obstructed in accordance with its disposition. (When
it comes to the principle within material force, it is still the whole complete
principle and exists as it is.) Plants and trees have no perception. Birds
and beasts have perception, and may occasionally develop one aspect but
cannot expand to the entire scope since they are restricted by their shape
and material force. Humans acquire proper flowing material force. Thus,
the mind retains the highest level of empty spirit and has sturdiness,
obedience, and the five constant virtues (jianshun wuchang 健順五常).
When they expand those virtues, they can take part in heaven and earth.
To assist enlightenment and nurture is one’s own duty. This ability
distinguishes humans from other creatures.27

“Humans are different from animals in the sense that they obtained proper
flowing material force,” says Han Won-jin. This does not mean that the mind
is good but that the mind has the response ability to form a complete morality
system, like the moral rules governing the Five Human Relations. Judging
from Han’s claim that “animals have also obtained the whole principle but
their nature is biased and obstructed according to dispositions,” some creatures
are unable to accept proper flowing material force since their mind is not
totally empty, and as a result, when they encounter a certain situation they
sometimes cannot produce any response. For example, tigers and wolves only
form father-son relationships, and bees and ants only form sovereign-subject
relationships, which shows that animals are unable to form complete relationships

27

Han, Namdangjip, 29:137: “萬物旣生, 則得其氣之正且通者爲人, 得其氣之偏且塞者爲物. 物
得其偏且塞者, 故理之全體, 雖莫不得之, 而隨其氣質, 性亦偏塞. (就氣中單指其理, 則渾然全
體, 未嘗不自若.) 草木則全無知覺. 禽獸則雖有知覺而或通一路, 終爲形氣之所拘, 而不能充其
全體之大. 人則得其正且通者, 故其心最爲虛靈, 而健順五常之德, 無不備焉. 充其至而能參天
地. 贊化育者, 皆己分事也. 此人物之所以殊也.”
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like humans. This response ability of the mind is perception. Animals also have
perception, but only the perception of humans can respond to all situations.
Therefore, humans can engage not only in the moral rules governing the Five
Human Relations but also in all circumstances.

5. Is Sensory Perception Comparable to Moral Perception?28
Han Won-jin criticizes the argument that “sensory perception should not be
assimilated to moral perception.” By citing Liji 禮記 (Book of Rites), Han
Won-jin proves his standpoint that “sensory perception is assimilated to
moral perception by encompassing all emotions.”29
When fellow students were engaged in discussion, they talked about the
variation of material force in the beginning.30 . . . Sin Yu claimed that
sensory perception should not be likened to moral perception. According
to ancient records, this seems not to be the case. Liji asks, “what is human
nature? It is joy, anger, sorrow, fear, love, hate, and desire.” The seven
types of emotion can be obtained without learning. The emotions are
sometimes expressed as benevolence, at other times as righteousness or
rituals. Sensory perception produces joy, anger, sorrow, fear, love, hate, and
desire; these are what moral perception causes. The perception of the mind
is not outside of the seven feelings (qiqing 七情) and the seven feelings
are not outside of the effect of moral perception. If that is the case, how
can sensory perception not be assigned to moral perception? Thus, Master
Cheng said that “moral perception is sensory perception.” Master Zhu said
that “sensory perception is the effect of moral perception.” Is this wrong?
If the effect of moral perception cannot encompass all seven feelings, this
28

29

30

In this part, Han Won-jin raises an objection toward Yi I and Kim Jin-gang’s argument:
“moral perception and sensory perception are not in the relationship of a thing and its
function.” I Yi, Yulgok jeonseo, 31:246.
In my opinion, perception not only encompasses emotions such as the four beginnings and
seven feelings but also consciousness. Consciousness observes whether the emotion which
has arisen from a certain situation is appropriate or not. Han Won-jin clearly sets moral
perception and sensory perception in the relationship of the essence and its function. Thus,
sensory perception means the ability to make moral judgments. However, when considering
Han’s claim that the essence of perception is temperament, moral perception does not
coincide with moral judgment. Even if moral perception is not moral judgment, people with
a good inherent temperament may make good moral judgments, but those without may have
difficulties doing so. This is why proper response can be generated only when the perception
of all men, excluding sages, is based on the principle. In addition, perception is in the
relationship of the essence and its function, in the sense that sensory perception must
potentially realize moral perception. Lee, “Han Wonjin-ui simseongnon yeongu,” 68-81.
I Yi, Yulgok jeonseo, 31:245-246.
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is not right. No classics describe human emotion more specifically than
Liji. How can it not discuss the effect of moral perception? When there
is nature, there is definitely emotion. Choosing one emotion out of seven
and attaching it to moral perception cannot be correct. In addition, assigning
one more emotion outside the seven feelings and regarding it as the effect
of moral perception is also not correct. Is it unclear that the effect of moral
perception encompasses the seven feelings without deviation? When it
comes to the effect of moral perception, if we discuss its completeness it
indicates the profound effect of the mind; if we discuss it incompletely
it indicates a clue of either right or wrong. . . . Learners should widen
the eye of the mind and not spoil two by insisting one, and should avoid
failing to learn anything due to a narrow view.31

In this part, Han Won-jin classifies all the feelings of humans into seven
types: joy, anger, sorrow, fear, love, hate, and desire. He also says that all
seven feelings can be obtained without learning, which implies that feelings
are a spontaneous moral response, such as the innate moral sense (liangzhi
liangneng 良知良能) evoked in human relations.32 However, Han Won-jin
does not claim that ordinary people cannot produce a spontaneous moral
response; instead, he argues that ordinary people cannot properly produce
one of the seven feelings in a perilous situation. The human mind, the
clearest one among all material forces, produces a spiritual and divine
response, but the minds of ordinary people consist of unclear indolent
material force.33 Thus, they find it difficult to derive a pure moral response
when facing a perilous situation.
Based on Han’s saying that “sometimes it is expressed as benevolence
and at other times as righteousness or rituals,” the four beginnings (siduan
四端) can be included in the seven feelings and the seven feelings can be
summarized into the four beginnings. This does not mean that the four
beginnings are the same as good feelings, but that they are the same as the
ability to realize the virtues of benevolence and righteousness. For example,
31

32
33

Han, Seubyu, 5:424-425, in Namdangjip: “齋中諸友相與講論曰, 當初氣化云云. . . . 至於論
知覺, 則以爲不當屬之於智. 揆以古訓, 似不如是. 記曰: 何謂人情. 喜怒哀懼愛惡欲. 七者不學
而能. 七者之情, 或發於仁, 或發於義, 或發於禮, 而若其知所以喜怒哀懼愛惡欲者, 乃智之發也.
心之知覺, 不外乎七者之情, 七者之情, 又不外乎智之用, 則知覺之當屬於智, 豈不較然乎, 故程
子曰, 智者知也, 朱子又每言知覺智之用, 此果皆非耶. 若曰智之用, 不能包七情, 則又不然. 經
傳之言人情者, 莫詳於禮記. 豈獨不言智之用乎. 有性必有是情. 若於七者之中, 分一以屬智, 固
不可也. 又於七者之外, 別立一情, 以爲智之用, 亦不可也. 然則智之用, 包七情而不外者, 不亦
明乎. 蓋智之用, 專言之則專一心之妙用, 偏言之則主是非之一端也. . . . 學者於此, 正當大著心
眼, 不可執一而廢二, 窺偏而昧全也.”
Mengzi 7A.5.
Han, Seubyu, 5:424, in Namdangjip.
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the distress of the mind upon seeing a child falling into a well can be
classified as in the same category as compassion (ceyin zhi xin 惻隱之心),
one of the four beginnings; that is, the situation provides the condition where
human nature can be completed by virtues. This means that the response of
the startled and distressed mind cannot exist without a specific situation like
the one where a child is falling into a well, and that if a person is in the
same situation, despite differences in time or space the same response will
be produced. For example, when someone sees a child falling into a well
at any time or any place, the person is bound to feel compassion, not anger.
However, if Han argues that “sensory perception is the effect of moral
perception,” all feelings become regarded as the virtue of moral perception.
Furthermore, if Master Cheng states that “moral perception is sensory
perception,” the logic that moral perception and sensory perception are in
the relationship of a thing and its function breaks down. Thus, even if
benevolence and righteousness exist inside humans, they cannot be expressed
completely due to the sensory perception of the mind. Moreover, the human
mind, which has the four beginnings narrowed down from the seven feelings,
has no other choice but to go down to the minimum level of moral
perception. The feelings cannot encompass the entire scope but merely show
one aspect of the mind of right and wrong or the mind of compassion,
shame, and respect. Therefore, the mind of right and wrong should be
replaced with feelings which embrace all seven feelings.
Han Won-jin suggests that human nature is subordinate to the
perceptual response of the mind and all sensory perceptions are narrowed
down to like and dislike (haowu 好惡).
Some people think that the four beginnings are the four beginnings and
the seven feelings are the seven feelings, but this is wrong. If human nature
was aroused to become emotion, then that emotion should be good. How
can emotion be good at times and evil at others? When the mind is exposed,
material force starts to take effect. Thus, when the principle is aroused by
clear material force, the innate goodness becomes valid since the principle
is not concealed. This creates harmony. When the principle is aroused by
unclear material force, the innate goodness cannot become valid since it
is concealed by material force. This cannot create harmony. Evil things at
the center of emotions are the fault of material force, not the fault of the
principle. However, if the principle already exists in material force, it
becomes under the influence of material force. If material force is good,
the principle is also good; if material force is evil, the principle is also
evil. Thus, we cannot say that only material force is evil or that only the
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principle is good. However, since material force is not the nature of the
principle, if one is evaluating the principle in no relation to material force,
the former is always extremely good as a whole. The four beginnings and
the seven feelings are the same feeling. All are produced when the principle
joins the aroused material force and retain both good and evil.34

Han Won-jin opposes defining the four beginnings and the seven feelings
as two different feelings: the former only retains the possibility of good and
the latter retains the possibility of both good and evil. On the surface, this
seems aimed at the Toegye 退溪 School, but in actuality it is a criticism
of the Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings Theory of the Nak School which
was influenced by Kim Jin-gang.
Within the Yulgok School, nature is a combination of the principle and
material force. In addition, it is suggested by both the Ho School and Nak
School that the exposure of nature follows the process where material force
is aroused and then the principle rides it (qifa licheng 氣發理乘). Thus, if
the principle rides clear material force and is expressed, it does not lose its
inherent character of goodness. However, if the principle rides unclear
material force, it loses its inherent character. This is not the fault of the
principle but of material force. If everyone had clear material force, the four
beginnings could still exist within the good mind.
However, Han Won-jin insists that excluding sages, everyone has
received unclear indolent material force. Thus, humans cannot produce
purely good emotions toward an external stimulus from the start. Moreover,
the four beginnings and the seven feelings are included in the same category
of feeling (qing 情).
In Gyeongui gimunnok, Han Won-jin asserts that sensory perception
can be reduced to the minimum units: like and dislike.
What is described in this chapter is the same as the discussions in Mengzi’s
chapter on the four beginnings and the “Yueji” 樂記 (Record of Music)
chapter of Liji, but the meaning is more detailed. “Affection” (qinai 親愛)
and “sympathy” (aijin 哀矜) in this chapter and “compassion” in Mengzi
are the beginning of benevolence; “disdain” (jiane 賤惡), “arrogance”
(aoduo 敖惰), and “the feelings of shame and hate” (xiuwu zhi xin 羞惡之心)
34

Han, Namdangjip, 29:138: “或以爲四端自四端, 七情自七情, 其亦謬矣. 性發爲情, 則宜其情之
無不善, 而或善或惡何也. 已發之際, 氣始用事, 故理之乘淸氣而發者, 不爲氣揜而直遂其本然之
善, 所謂和也, 理之乘濁氣而發者, 爲氣所揜而不能直遂其本然之善, 不可謂之和也. 情之惡, 氣
使之然, 非理之罪也. 然是理旣在是氣, 則隨其氣而自爲一理, 氣善則理善, 氣惡則理惡, 不可謂
氣獨惡而理獨不惡也. 但非理之本然也, 故不雜乎氣, 單指其理, 則理之全體, 未嘗不渾然至善
也, 四七一情, 則皆是氣發理乘而皆兼善惡也.”
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are the beginning of righteousness; “reverence” (weijing 畏敬) and “the
feeling of respect” (gongjing zhi xin 恭敬之心) are the beginning of rituals,
and “to like something while recognizing its ugliness and to dislike
something while recognizing its beauty,” and “the feelings of approval and
disapproval” (shifei zhi xin 是非之心) are the beginning of wisdom.
Affection, compassion, and recognizing something’s beauty belong to like;
evil, reverence, and recognizing something’s ugliness belong to dislike. Like
and dislike embraces the four beginnings. Liking is the expression of
benevolence and disliking is the expression of righteousness. Benevolence
and righteousness embrace and divide human nature. Like and dislike also
converge into sensory perception. Moral perception is the virtue which
helps concentrate one’s whole mind. Thus, the meanings of the classics
passed down by sages can be clearly understood.35

From here, I will examine how Han Won-jin brings the seven feelings, the
four beginnings, and like and dislike together under the category of sensory
perception, and whether his theory is logically valid. Han considers that
affection and sympathy in the “Yueji” and feeling for somebody such as
compassion in Mengzi are the same; disdain and arrogance are the same as
the feelings of shame and hate; reverence is the same as the feeling of respect;
liking something while recognizing its ugliness and disliking something while
recognizing its beauty are the same as the feelings of approval and disapproval.
Here, affection, sympathy, reverence, and recognizing something is beautiful
are the minds which have a liking for something. In contrast, disdain,
arrogance, and recognizing something is ugly are the minds which have a
dislike for something. The four beginnings and the seven feelings are classified
into two categories according to whether a person accepts or rejects the object.
Accepting something is based on the emotion of liking and rejecting something
is based on the emotion of disliking. In that sense, the four beginnings can
be called like and dislike.
It is defensible that the four beginnings and the seven feelings can be
summarized into like and dislike. However, a question can be raised toward
Han Won-jin’s assertion that “like and dislike can converge into sensory
perception.” Like is the expression of benevolence and dislike is the expression
of righteousness. This proves that like and dislike correspond to benevolence

35

Han, Gyeongui gimunnok 1:26a-26b: “此章之指與孟子四端章禮經樂記之說同, 而其意尤密.
親愛哀矜惻隱之心, 仁之端也; 賤惡敖惰羞惡之心, 義之端也; 畏敬恭敬之心, 禮之端也; 好而知
其惡惡而知其美是非之心, 智之端也. 親愛哀矜畏敬知其美, 屬好; 賤惡敖惰知其惡, 屬惡. 好惡
統四端, 而好者仁之發, 惡者義之發, 則仁義所以分統人性也. 好惡又統於知, 則智之所以又專一
心之德也, 聖賢傳受灼可見矣.”
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and righteousness. Benevolence and righteousness, being presented as leading
virtues, are spontaneous from the perspective of Mengzi. According to Han
Won-jin, the chief virtue is not benevolence but moral perception. When like
and dislike are connected to the ethical issue of moral perception, like and
dislike should correspond to good and evil: liking is good and disliking is evil.
Thus, like and dislike can be regarded as the mind which distinguishes good
and evil although it is difficult to say that Han Won-jin assumes this mind.
The minds of ordinary people cannot clearly distinguish which object
to like and which object to dislike. This is why humans have to possess
the standards which allow them to distinguish when trying to become a moral
being. “Moral perception is the virtue which helps concentrate one’s whole
mind,” says Han. It is difficult to stick to a consistent moral principle when
it comes to the likes and dislikes which belong to sensory perception.
Therefore, the mind can generate moral perception by conforming to moral
principle and not sensory perception. By identifying the differences between
sensory perception which equates to like and dislike, and moral perception
which includes like and dislike and the principle, Han Won-jin demonstrates
that the virtue of moral perception that enables humans to like good and
dislike evil can be completed by virtue of the sensory perception of humans
securing moral standards.

6. Are “Subduing Selfish Desires” and “Returning to Propriety”
One Thing?36
Han Won-jin does not agree with the assertion that “a person has to return
to propriety after subduing selfish desires.” “If Zhu Xi had said ‘when a
person has overcome one’s own selfish desires, selflessness has been
achieved,’ Confucius would have asked ‘you should have said subduing
selfish desires is benevolence (keji wei ren 克己爲仁). Why did you mention
returning to propriety?’”37 That assertion means that moral human nature
is realized only when practicing propriety after overcoming selfish desires.
36

37

In this part, Han Won-jin criticizes the interpretation “subduing selfish desires and
returning to propriety” in Songja daejeon 宋子大全 (Complete Works of Master Song).
Song Si-yeol regards subduing selfish desires and returning to propriety as two different
things. In contrast, Han Won-jin asserts that overcoming selfish desires is to distinguish
between the law of nature and human desire, so subduing selfish desires and returning
to propriety are the same thing.
S. Song, Songja daejeon, 130:424.
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Therefore, from Song Si-yeol’s 宋時烈 (1607-1689) perspective, subduing
selfish desires and returning to propriety are two different things.
In my opinion, managing and arranging are the same as pulling up a sprout
to help them grow. Master Cheng and Master Zhu were always cautious
about them. This discussion is not wrong. Also, it may not be reasonable
that Master Song taught others to return to propriety after subduing selfish
desires. The principle and human desires are inversely related, so subduing
desire and returning to propriety are the same thing. If a person subdues
desires but does not return to the principle, it is not right. When comparing
this to cleaning a mirror, a mirror naturally restores its cleanliness when
dirt is wiped off. There is no separate process of restoring cleanliness after
wiping off dust.38

In this passage, Han Won-jin claims that “subduing selfish desires and
returning to propriety is the same thing.” If, as Song Si-yeol argues, subduing
selfish desires and returning to propriety are two different things, we can reach
the conclusion that some people cannot conform to propriety even after
overcoming their selfish desires. Thus, subduing selfish desires cannot be
defined as the state of completely overcoming desires. Han also refers to
Song’s statement: “if someone is led to evil by excess or insufficiency, it is
fine. However, it is incorrect to say that excess and insufficiency are evil.”39
In relation to this statement, Han suggests that even though excess and
insufficiency do not conform to the rituals, they cannot be regarded as evil.
Instead, they have to be adjusted according to rituals, i.e. the standard for
adequacy. From Song’s viewpoint, humans have a limited ability to access
what is good and what is evil, and the task of observing one’s mind has a
higher priority than the task of maintaining standards. Then, humans can
realize that their ability to distinguish is inadequate and with this realization
come to accept the rituals.
Criticizing Song Si-yeol’s standpoint, Han Won-jin argues that “Zhu Xi
said that the law of the universe is merely good and evil. When a person
deviates from good, the person goes right into evil. There is no need to add
any other way in the middle. Moderation is good. When there is excess or
insufficiency, it deviates from good. When deviating from good, how can
38

39

Han, Seubyu, 5:426, in Namdangjip: “按措置安排, 正指揠苗助長之病. 程朱諸先生未嘗不以
是爲戒. 此說恐未爲病. 又按尤菴先生以爲克己之後, 又有復禮之功, 則竊恐未安. 天理人欲, 相
爲消長, 故克之與復, 只是一事. 若曰人欲雖已克去, 而天理猶未復, 則恐未然也. 譬如磨鏡, 其
垢旣盡則其明自返矣. 豈於磨垢之後, 更有返明之事乎.”
S. Song, Songja daejeon, 130:424.
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that not be evil?”40 Han states that there is no third value which exists
separately from good and evil. If it is not the principle, it is human desire;
if it is not human desire, it is the principle. Excess and insufficiency are
also evil desires. The criterion for good and evil is clear. If it fits right to
moral standards, it is good. If it diverges slightly from moral standards, it
is evil. When selfish desires are overcome, moral standards are consequently
established in the mind before facing a certain situation. That way, humans
can distinguish whether one’s response is based in human desire or not.
Han Won-jin’s discussion on “subduing selfish desires and returning to
propriety” is ultimately regarding the proper method of cultivating one’s
mind. He states that subduing selfish desires and returning to propriety should
be unified in order to put greater emphasis on external moral standards rather
than the moral nature of the mind. Even though moral nature does exist in
the human mind, since the mind is material force and there is a higher
probability of being led to evil than to good, moral nature cannot exert any
influence. This has been proven through the fact that the seven feelings are
summarized into the four beginnings and the four beginnings into the sensory
perception of like and dislike. Therefore, whether moral nature is realized
or not depends on whether moral standards are accommodated.
There are merely three ways of controlling one’s mind: qiongli 窮理,
cunyang 存養, and lixing 力行. The so-called qiongli is thoroughly
investigating the principles of objects. For example, if the principle inside
an object has reached the utmost level and perception has been exhausted,
a person knows what to pursue and what to discard because of the ability
to distinguish between the principle and human desires. The so-called
cunyang is being watchful and fearful in places where one cannot be seen
or heard. When a person tries to remove confusion and not be biased by
brightening one’s mind, the root of the mind is established and the
foundation becomes stronger. The so-called lixing is trying one’s best to
be intimate in the father-son relationship, trying one’s best to be loyal in
the sovereign-subject relationship, trying one’s best in the husband-wife
relationships, and trying one’s best to fulfill faith in friendships. If a person
is able to remove human desires according to the principle upon making
remarks or doing something, the person can do right things, be similar to
sages, and share one’s virtue with heaven and earth.41
40
41

Han, Seubyu, 5:426, in Namdangjip.
Han, Namdangjip, 29:140: “其所以治之者, 不過曰竆理存養力行三者而已矣. 所謂竆理者, 卽
事卽物, 竆至其理, 使其理之在物者, 無不各詣其極, 而知之在我者, 亦無不隨其所詣而極焉, 則
其於天理人慾之分, 無不瞭然而知所趍舍矣. 所謂存養者, 戒愼恐懼乎不睹不聞, 常令此心烱然
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“The ways of controlling one’s mind are qiongli, cunyang, and lixing,” says
Han Won-jin. Qiongli is the accommodation and application of moral
standards. Han defines qiongli as “investigating the principles of objects to
the end.” Let us assume a situation where you meet your friend. The virtue
of loyalty will be realized within the relationship with the friend. However,
you do not have a clear idea regarding how to realize loyalty. You may not
even know why you have to realize loyalty. If the response of the mind is
similar to sensory perception such as like and dislike, revealing the moral
mind right at the moment when facing the opponent is difficult to accomplish.
Then, how can we reveal the moral mind in such a situation?
“Investigating the principles of the objects to the end” offers an answer to
this question. First of all, when you meet your friend, you should observe
what changes have been brought about in your mind. You should think about
whether it is the feeling of love or of hate. Also, you should think whether
the feeling has arisen for the realization of moral standards or for the pursuit
of personal interests. That way, you can grasp your true mind toward your
friend. If the mind accords with morality, you should preserve that mind and
nurture it. In contrast, if your mind has calculated interests, you should get
rid of that mind immediately. Therefore, qiongli is primarily accommodating
moral standards and secondarily controlling your mind in accordance with
those moral standards.
Sorting out good feelings, preserving and nurturing them indicates
preserving the organized mind and nurturing it. You are the only person who
knows your mind toward others. Also, you alone know whether that mind
accords with moral standards or not. Whether you become a moral being
or not depends solely on your will. You have to be sincere about norms
and treat others sincerely. This is why Han Won-jin defines sorting out good
feelings, preserving and nurturing them as “being watchful and fearful in
places where one cannot be seen or heard.” The good virtue is realized only
when the perceived response is sincere about moral standards and the person
treats others sincerely.
Lastly, strenuous effort should be put into relationships with others.
Human relations are mainly divided into five types. These are the so-called
moral rules governing the Five Human Relations. The sensory perception
of humans is also exposed as the response of like and dislike. Animals differ
而無少昏昧, 寂然而無所偏倚, 則中體立而根本深厚矣. 所謂力行者, 在父子則當盡其親, 在君臣
則當盡其義, 處夫婦則必極其別, 處朋友則必極其信. 至於一言之發一事之爲, 無不循天理而絶
人慾, 則其心極其正, 其身極其修, 而可以與聖人同其化, 與天地合其德矣.”
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from humans in this sense. The perceived response of animals is limited to
one or two things. Thus, they cannot establish a complete moral community
or moral nature. Humans have to strenuously try to match the feelings of
like and dislike which are expressed in human relationships to moral
standards. This is where strenuous effort is devoted.
Thus, even though the three concepts—qiongli, cunyang, and lixing—
can be discussed separately, if one is left out, a moral human being or a
moral society cannot be achieved; the three concepts constitute a series of
processes. This argument basically supports the claim that “subduing selfish
desires and returning to propriety” is one task and not two.

7. Concluding Remarks
Han Won-jin advocates “moral perception.” In moral perception, morality
produces norms such as rituals while perception is the effect of the mind
producing like and dislike. Norms cannot force humans into a moral life,
and when perception is influenced by private interests, one ends up distanced
from good and pursuing evil. Thus, “morality” and “perception” are two
contradictory concepts.
Then, can the human mind respond properly? In other words, can it
gain moral perception? The perception of humans evidently pursues private
interests. However, human perception is not designed to head toward evil
since, according to Han Won-jin, it has the characteristics of empty spirit.
Here, empty spirit refers to the characteristics of the mind which can realize
the virtues, such as benevolence, righteousness, rituals, and wisdom; owing
to this, humans are distinguished from animals. In other words, humans
possess empty spirit as the possibility of fully realizing the moral rules which
govern the Five Human Relations. Thus, humans form proper relationships
with other beings. This is the good effect of perception. However, due to
different dispositions, perception may need moderation. Therefore, ordinary
people need to prepare to produce the adequate response of the mind. This
is accommodating norms and practicing good by observing perception. In
Han Won-jin’s philosophy, moral perception is not innately perfect; it is the
acquired ability of the mind to respond morally.
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《栗谷別集付籤》主要爭點中所含
韓元震初年哲學之特徵
李 海 任

中文摘要
《栗谷別集付籤》的核心論點爲：1、太極與性之同異問題，2、天地之氣與父母之氣
之同異問題，3、心之純善問題，4、智與知之體用問題，5、克己與復禮之同異問題等，
這些爭點源於如何解釋湖學與洛學所共有的“性合理氣”與“心是氣”問題。韓元震將理規
定爲道德規範之根據，而將氣規定爲價值中立之物。理乃善之根據，氣作爲心的知覺作
用，既可顯現爲善亦可顯現爲惡，且除聖人之外的普通人(凡人)難以產生正確的知覺作
用，所以如欲使心的知覺作用產生道德反應，必須依賴於他者。韓元震以理而非性來確
保道德反應，這是因爲性之作用作爲氣之顯現而無法保障必爲純善。在此，作爲性的理
並非善的四端之發源處，而成爲了規範的根據。職是之故，在韓元震初年哲學中，心的
知覺作用(知)自身並不能產生道德反應，唯有依據規範(窮理)，約束自身反應(存養)，
努力實踐(力行)才能通過道德知覺(智)來完成。
關鍵詞：太極，性，天地之氣，父母之氣，智，知覺，克己復禮

